
Kiosk Collectives seeks to connect people to 
place, by reinventing the traditional role of the 
urban kiosk, creating spaces which recognise 
the importance of meeting and congegration 

for different communities.
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GARDENING X PLAY CINEMA X READING ART X COFFEE
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Each kiosk is the result of a different combination of actors and functions.

How does a collective get started?

The box houses all the indoor dry 
functions that the collective will need. The lattice helps the collective shape the 

external space and provides a structure for 
additional elements.
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The modular structure is based around

 two simple modular elements. 

The box and the lattice

When combined they result in a unique 
structure that can activate and shape 
underutilised public spaces. 

The composition of the kiosk can be 
arranged and designed online 

from a series of modular elements.

An established collective defines 
how much space they need 

and the programme of their kiosk. 

A kiosk collective is born.

WHICH KIOSK COLLECTIVE DO YOU BELONG TO?

Make your own 

KIOSK

Make your own
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PLAY X NATURE

CHESS X DEBATECROSS FIT KIOSK

TOY STORAGE

ART X COFFEE

WINE X VINES 

CINEMA X READING 

The suburbs need kiosks! 

Suburban areas need kiosks to act as activators of 
monofunctional public spaces. Kiosk Collectives seeks 
to create meaningful places where people can feel a 

sense of belonging and community. Its the suburbs and 
its communities that need these strategic activators at 

key locations in their neighbourhoods. 
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Lattice beams to provide shelter, shading, 
structural support for solar panels etc.

18mm Marineply roof on steel brackets

85mm Glulam engineered timber 
modular elements

115mm CLT floor on base plate bolted to 
concrete footing

150mm posts from engineered timber 

Steel base plates on concrete footing 

Side panel of kiosk 85mm CLT - flexible infill
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